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An Influence of the Material Properties on the Endurance
of the Self-Adjustable Rocker-Bogie Suspension

In this paper one presents the new concept of a rocker-bogie suspension where the suspension members can change their length.
As a result of this action the frame with suspension is able to adjust to the specific environmental conditions. The main problem
with the designed suspension system is a fact that with an extension of the suspension members their slenderness increases as well
as final displacements. The solution of this problem is not so simple because the construction must meet the specific requirements
due to participation of the mobile platform in different competitions. In the presented results of numerical simulations one shows an
influence of the different materials on stress and displacements magnitudes of suspension members when the mobile platform hits
an obstacle. This situation allows one to test different engineering solutions in the worst case scenario when suspension elements
may be damaged. Finally the optimum design is presented.
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1. Introduction
In many scientific departments the design and experimental
works on mobile platforms are performed. Their use is very wide,
from large-scale warehouses through gardens or military use.
The investigations on platforms can be divided into two main
sections. In the first one, engineers are focused on the mechanical
design of construction and FEM simulations, while in the second
the investigations on control units are done. In book written
by Giergiel, Hendzel and Żylski [1] one can find information
related to the design and steering techniques of mobile robots.
Giesbrecht [2] have presented overview of high-level path planning methods used in mobile robotics with special emphasis on
outdoor actions. Similar studies were done by Buniyamin, Wan,
Sariff and Mohamad [3]. Their paper was focused on the bug
algorithm family which is a local path planning algorithm. Cook
[4] combined in one book all main problems in robot motion:
control, navigation and remote sensing.
Platforms available on the market [5] have a suspension
system analogous to the one installed in regular vehicles. This solution has advantages, such as simple construction and low costs
of production but also has disadvantages like limited mobility in
the rough terrain and easy overturn. This is due to the fact that the
1

used suspension systems are not able to adapt to variable conditions. As a confirmation of this statement one can quote paper
written by Mucha and Kuś [6], where authors have built a mobile platform for exploration purposes with simple suspension
system. Mucha [7] has also presented detailed description of an
analysis of FEM simulation of main components of this platform.
The mobile platform presented in this paper has a unique
engineering solution due to the possibility of change of the distance between the external axles by almost 100% and is a development of the platform subjected to numerical and experimental
tests described in [8,9]. Such an advanced design allows not
only for a dynamic change in the length of individual members
depending on the space available during the mission but most
importantly it allows one to control the location of the center of
gravity so that the platform can overcome very sloping obstacles
and move in terrain of different height relative to longitudinal
axis of symmetry.
The theoretical, numerical and experimental studies were
performed on motion of rovers and mobile platforms in different
terrain. Ishigami, Nagatani and Yoshida [10] have presented two
control approaches for rovers moving in sandy terrains. Both
methods (thrust cornering and sensor based feedback control)
where experimentally tested with the use of four-wheeled rover.
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In these extensive considerations one have presented advantages
and disadvantages of both methods. Yoshida et al. [11] have studied dynamics, control and navigation of lunar rover. The main
goal was to test slip-based control effectiveness in experimental
studies. Interesting investigations were done by Aizawa et al. [12]
where one can find results of studies on designing of lunar rovers
for high work performance. It is worth to mention that in all the
above studies non-adjustable suspension systems were considered
as well as an influence of material used was not also discussed.
The main purpose of this study is to find the best material (Aluminium 6060 T66 or Steel S235 or Titanium grade 1)
for the suspension units which when fully extended have high
slenderness and are subject to significant displacements when
hit the obstacles. The decision on the use of those materials was
done on the basis of the availability of profiles required in the
production of the platform.

(a)

(b)

2. Geometrical model of a frame with suspension
The mobile platform consists of six independently driven
wheels and six independently controlled suspension members.
Electric motors with planetary gears are used to drive and adjust
the suspension system. In addition, an encoder is attached to each
of them to inform the control unit about its current status. The
analysed platform with general dimensions is shown in Fig. 1.
The designations in Fig. 1a. stand for: 1,2 – suspension
arms; 3,4,5 – wheels with electric motors; 6 – main frame;
7 – differential bar; 8 – electric motors for suspension control.

(c)

3. Assumptions
Before entering the design phase, several assumptions were
made. The most important of them include:
– initial wheelbase from 500 mm up to 1000 mm,
– width not greater than 1000 mm,
– total weight of a frame and suspension units less than 50
kg (with motors, wheels and electronic equipment).
Knowing that the platform will be field tested inter alia
in the URC (University Rover Challenge) [13] challenges the
above assumptions were made on the basis for the competition
regulations.

4. Simulations results
In the simulations the worst possible case was considered
– one wheel hits the obstacle with the fully extended suspension made of: Titanium grade 1, Aluminium 6060 T66 or Steel
S235. The preliminary studies have shown that materials like
ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) can’t be used due to high
overall displacements of suspension parts. The calculation model
includes gravity force and a force of 100[N] which simulates
the mass of additional equipment (electronics, batteries, wires).

Fig. 1. Dimensions of a frame with suspension (views: isometric (a),
top (b) and side (c))

During creation of simulation scenarios the simplification
was done on the basis of which the impact force was derived
on the basis of the equality of kinetic energy and work written
in the form:

F

mV 2
2x

(1)

This simplification gives greater magnitude of F than in the
case in which the elasticity is taken into account. The impact
force F is applied in some distance from the model in order to
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simulate the hit with outer part of the wheel what requires greater
durability of suspension members.
The force F is determined from Eq. (1) where m is the
mass of the platform, V is the maximum speed and x is the
value of the platform displacement after hitting the obstacle.
The value of x takes into account tire deflection and compensation of backlash resulting from inaccurate workmanship
of components and applied tolerances. It was assumed that:
m = construction_mass [kg] + 28.4 [kg] (additional elements
required for platform operation), V = 2 [m/s], x = 0.08 [m]. Finally the impact force was obtained. The boundary conditions
and the applied loads are presented in Fig. 2.

mentally. The percentage of elements (estimated by tools available in SolidWorks) with an aspect ratio less than 3 is 98.3, and
the percentage of elements with an aspect ratio above 10 is 0.01.
These values confirm that the mesh imposed on the model is correct [14]. The parameters of the computational model are as follows: number of nodes – 168074; number of elements – 955910.
Based on the computational model one has prepared the
FEM analysis scenarios. In each of them one has used different
material for the suspension members. In Table 1 the properties of materials used in this study are presented. In order to
compare the investigated parameters the Table 2 was created
were the maximum: von Mises stress, resultant displacement
and equivalent strain as well as total mass (without additional
equipment) are given.
Table 1
Material properties of the considered materials
Aluminium
6060 T66

Steel S235

1.60·108
1.70·108

2.35·108
3.6·108

[N/m2]

6.95·1010

2.1·1011

1.05·1011

[kg/m3]

0.33
2700

0.28
7800

0.34
4510

Material
Yield strength
Tensile strength
Longitudinal
elasticity modulus
Poisson ration
Density

[N/m2]
[N/m2]

Titanium
grade 1

2.2·108
3.45·108

Table 2
Simulation results

Material

Fig. 2. Boundary conditions (green), loads (yellow and red) and pin
connection of suspension parts (blue)

The boundary conditions (Fig. 2) were defined as:
vertical translations for the wheel hitting the obstacle are
equal to zero (point 2),
– other wheels have deprived translations and rotations in all
directions (point 3).
The force F (yellow arrow in point 1 – Fig. 2.) determined
on the basis of Eq. 1 was applied at the wheel mounting place
and shifted by the distance of the drive set width (point 1). In the
place of connection of the small and large swingarms, a pin joint
simulating a rotary pin was used, which is illustrated in closeup (point 6). The real platform also contains inter alia electrical
equipment and wiring what is simulated by means of the force
applied to the front part of the frame (point 5). The gravity force
was marked in point 4. A solid mesh with an element size of
3.6 mm and a tolerance of 0.18 mm was superimposed on the
calculation models. The size of the elements was selected experi–

Aluminium
6060 T66
Steel S235
Titanium
grade 1

Maximum
The
The maximum
Conresultant
maximum
von Mises
struction
displacement equivalent
stress [N/mm2]
mass [kg]
[mm]
strain

185.454

5.434

0.00452

15.19

239.654

2.677

0.00359

31.77

202.979

4.306

0.00414

20.94

The first set of results (von Misses stress) is plotted in the
Fig. 3a-c.
On the basis of the results it can be stated that not all chosen
materials are suitable for adjustable rocker – boogie suspension system. When Aluminum 6060 T66 is used the maximum
stress exceeds the yield strength. This phenomenon is caused
by a stress concentration in a construction notch (enlarged view
in Fig. 3a). The location of the highest stresses is the same for
all tested materials. One can predict that in a real construction
the notch will be slightly reduced by a weld which will create
a fillet between perpendicular surfaces. It can be assumed that
a prototype construction made of Aluminum 6060 T66 should
not be omitted and is worth further experimental testing due to
lowest total mass as well as easy accessibility of construction
profiles. In a construction made of Steel S235 (Fig. 3b) the
total mass exceeds the assumptions while stress is the lowest.
In this case an intensive optimization should be implemented
in order to obtain the correct mass of mechanical design. When
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Fig. 3a. The von Mises stresses of construction from Aluminum 6060
T66
Fig. 4a. Displacements of construction from Aluminum 6060 T66

Fig. 3b. The von Mises stresses of construction from Steel S235
Fig. 4b. Displacements of construction from Steel S235

Fig. 3c. The von Mises stresses of construction from Titanium grade 1

Fig. 4c. Displacements of construction from Titanium grade 1
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Fig. 5a. Strains of construction from Aluminum 6060 T66

Titanium grade 1 (Fig. 3c) is taken into account the maximum
stress is slightly lower than for Steel S235 as well as the total
mass is almost 17% lower (see Table 2). In the other fragments
of analyzed suspension systems the stress distribution is similar.
The differences in the magnitudes of calculated stresses result
from different material properties of the analyzed materials.
When the results of displacements are discussed it must
be emphasized that the applied load was acting on the fully
expanded suspension unit (which has the highest slenderness)
with a total length in this case greater than 640 mm (measured
along the axis of suspension arms). In this part of studies the
lowest displacements are found for Steel S235 (Fig. 4b) material,
which are almost 1.6 times lower than in a construction made
of Titanium grade 1 (Fig. 4c) and almost 2 times lower than in
use of Aluminum 6060 T66 (Fig. 4a). The distribution of the
displacements is similar in all considered cases.
The strains are plotted in Figs. 5a-c. The lowest ones were
found in a construction made of Steel S235 (Fig. 5b) while the
greatest in one made of Aluminum 6060 T66 (Fig. 5a). The
strains magnitudes for Titanium grade 1 were between ones
calculated for Steel S235 (lowest) and Aluminum 6060 T66
(greatest). The strains distribution is analogous to the previously
presented results.

5. Conclusions

Fig. 5b. Strains of construction from Steel S235

It can be concluded that the suspension made of Steel S235
will be the best in terms of strength of the designed mobile platform but it does not meet all the design assumptions. The mass of
the mobile platform made of Steel S235 is much greater the mass
of one made of Aluminum 6060 T66. The mass reduction will be
a great challenge and it can’t be sure of success. The construction made of Titanium grade 1 has some advantages in relation
to Steel S235 such as lower mass. However, the displacements
are slightly greater at similar stress distribution. Construction
made of Titanium grade 1 profiles will be the most expensive
and problematic during construction. The most interesting material for mobile platform suspension seems to be Aluminum
6060 T66 due to fact of lowest mass, accessibility of profiles as
well as easy final product manufacturing despite some material
limitations. The problems with stress concentration which are
pointed in this study can be overcome during manufacturing and
should be verified in the prototype field tests.
In the future one should also perform fatigue and vibration frequency studies [14] as well as work cycle optimization
[15] of the working suspension what is very important in such
a construction. The suspension system presented in this paper
opens the new areas of future investigations.
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